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ABSTRACT
Trust in political actors and institutions has long been seen as essential for effective democratic governance. During the COVID-19 pandemic, trust was widely identified as key for mitigation of the crisis through its influence on compliance with public policy, vaccination and many other social attitudes and behaviours. We study whether trust did indeed predict these outcomes through a meta-analysis of 67 studies and 426 individual effect sizes derived from nearly 1.5 million observations worldwide. Political trust as an explanatory variable has small to moderate correlations with outcomes such as vaccine uptake, belief in conspiracy theories, and compliance. These correlations are heterogenous, and we show that trust in health authorities is more strongly related to vaccination than trust in the government; but compliance is more strongly related to the government than other institutions. Moreover, the unique case of the United States indicates that trust in President Trump had negative effects across all observed outcomes, except in increasing conspiracy beliefs. Our analysis also shows that research design features (such as response scales) and publication bias do not importantly change the results. These results indicate that trust was important for the management of the pandemic and supports existing work highlighting the importance of political trust.
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Introduction

Trust in political actors and institutions is seen as a fundamental resource for democratic governance and social cooperation. In the foundational political
science literature, it was argued that ‘no set of incumbent authorities in modern mass societies’ could make decisions or implement policy without trust – and ‘few systems [were] able to survive long’ without it (Easton, 1975). Social trust, a distinct but related concept which refers to trust in other people rather than in political actors in particular, has long been studied as a core ingredient for social cooperation, democratic development and economic growth (Putnam, 2000). Empirical research since has argued that political trust is related to important outcomes such as policy preferences, vote choice, and social compliance (for reviews, see: Citrin & Stoker, 2018; Zmerli & van der Meer, 2017), and trust-building has been a core component of governance within the OECD (Bouckaert, 2012; Brezzi et al., 2021; OECD, 2017).

The COVID-19 pandemic led many governments to rapidly implement stringent policies, mostly with limited scrutiny from the public or legislatures; these policies placed unprecedented restrictions on individuals’ lives and relied fundamentally on collective action and broad compliance. It has been commonplace to assert that political trust is a key variable in explaining governments’ variable success in fighting the pandemic. In a highly cited paper published early in the pandemic, Bavel et al. (2020) highlighted the role of political trust in relation to outcomes as diverse as vaccine uptake, compliance and behaviour change, risk assessment, belief in conspiracy theories, and much else. Two years into the pandemic, Bollyky et al. (2022) argued in The Lancet that political trust was the only social factor correlated with (lower) infection rates, leading to the Wall Street Journal headline that ‘COVID is less deadly where there is trust’ (Bollyky, Dieleman, and Hulland, 2022). And this has political consequences; in the UK House of Commons, then-Prime Minister Boris Johnson stated in defence of his government’s policies that ‘the single biggest index of that trust [in government] has been [the public’s] willingness to come forward voluntarily […] to get vaccinated’ (HC Deb, 2022).

Despite an enormous amount of research produced on the relationship between political trust and COVID-related outcomes, there has been no systematic accumulation of this research. It is not clear that trust matters in ways we expect, nor the magnitude of any potential effect, and this is likely to have importance consequences for policy framing and academic research. Whilst it is commonplace to assert that political trust is important in driving outcomes such as vaccine uptake, the extant political trust literature and evidence from other epidemics provide a more complex account. Whilst trust can reduce outcomes like vaccine hesitancy and drive compliance in some contexts, it can also reduce the perceived risk COVID poses, reducing compliance and vaccine uptake (Devine et al., 2021; Jennings et al., 2021; Wong & Jensen, 2020; Yue et al., 2022). Moreover, trust can lead governments to act more slowly in imposing hard restrictions, instead relying on recommendations or
soft law, leading to higher overall deaths (Toshkov et al., 2021). Trust seemingly matters for public policy during crises like the pandemic, but more systematic analysis is required to inform decision-makers and researchers alike.

To understand how, where and whether trust was important during the pandemic, we report the first systematic review and meta-analysis on the consequences of trust for COVID-related outcomes. Our analysis is based on 67 studies that use trust as an explanatory variable, leading to 426 coefficients encompassing nearly one and a half million observations from across the world in the first year of the pandemic. Our results indicate that trust had a small to moderate correlation with outcomes such as belief in conspiracy theories, vaccine hesitancy and compliance with public health measures. The only outcome studied which trust was not consistently related to was risk perceptions of COVID, for which effect sizes were heterogenous but centred over zero. Yet, we also show that correlations are to a degree dependent on the object of trust (e.g., parliament or government) and its outcome (e.g., vaccine uptake or conspiracy beliefs). For instance, trust in public health authorities has a large effect on vaccine hesitancy but not compliance, and the reverse is true for trust in government. Meanwhile, trust in President Trump had a negative correlation across all included outcomes, except for conspiracy beliefs, which had a positive correlation. We also show that the effect sizes are not substantively moderated by research design considerations such as region, question response scales or length of time since the pandemic began.

Our paper has four important contributions. First, we provide the first systematic overview of the consequences of political trust during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is a topic that has inspired a vast amount of research and has had important public and political consequences. We believe rigorously summarizing existing knowledge is an important contribution to understanding societal responses to the pandemic. This also contributes to the wider study of political trust. Work on the consequences of political trust is relatively sparse; indeed, it is the ‘biggest deficiency’ in the trust literature (T. van der Meer & Zmerli, 2017) in which there is relatively little ‘reliable knowledge’ (Marien & Hooghe, 2011), despite being of fundamental and long-standing interest in political science. The number of relevant studies of the importance of trust during the pandemic is already so vast that this context offers a unique case for assessing the consequences of trust and its moderators. Thirdly, our analysis provides some theoretical nuance to existing studies on the consequences of trust, insofar as it shows that (i) the consequences of trust are dependent on both the object of trust and its outcome and (ii) trust’s consequences depend at least in part on the message of the trusted, such that President Trump undermined vaccine uptake, compliance, and increased conspiracy beliefs. Finally, our empirical contribution also lies in our method; meta-analyses are rarely used in political or social science more generally yet are important for knowledge accumulation. We provide
a transparent, robust and scholarly useful example of meta-analysis that can be built on for future work.

In the next section, we briefly outline the dominant theoretical mechanism that links political trust to a variety of outcomes, including those related to the COVID pandemic. We do so to outline the expected direction of the relationship between trust and our studied outcomes, but also to problematize the narrative that political trust has been a universal good in fighting the pandemic. We next turn to our methods and data, describing our data collection process. We then describe our results, before concluding with a discussion of their academic and policy implications.

**Political trust and the COVID pandemic**

Before we can resolve the question of how trust mattered for fundamental outcomes during the pandemic, we need to consider how trust is theorized – why would trust be relevant in the first place? Conceptually, we consider trust to be the belief that an object of trust (a person or institution) would produce positive outcomes even if you cannot ensure it (Easton, 1975). It is, more precisely, the willingness to make oneself vulnerable in the expectation that an action will be performed without monitoring or control; it is making oneself vulnerable to an object (person or institution) that could do you some harm. Whilst there is no clearly established definition of trust, most current accounts consider acceptance of risk when faced with uncertain outcomes as central to trust (Citrin & Stoker, 2018; Hardin, 2002; Robbins, 2016; T. W. G. van der Meer, 2017). We also consider trust to be relational, that ‘A trusts B to do X’ (Hardin, 2002); there is both an object (B) and action (X). We do believe that trust doesn’t have to involve an action: people can trust in general, which may be a weighted average of all relevant actions. It is conceptually possible, then, to state: ‘A trusts B’ as well as ‘A trusts B to do X’ (Faulkner & Simpson, 2017). The ‘political’ aspect of political trust enters primarily at the ‘B’, by which we mean political institutions, such as government, parties, political leaders, legislatures, and so on. In our analysis, we include the object of trust and outcome to understand whether trust varies across these two dimensions.

In this section, we briefly review the literature on trust as an outcome variable during the pandemic. We then turn to our primary focus, trust as an explanatory variable. We provide a narrative review of the theory linking political trust with various outcomes present in the literature.

**Trust as an outcome variable**

In the early stages of the pandemic, studies argued that the crisis caused a ‘rally-round-the-flag’ effect, as defined by (Mueller, 1970): a surge in
support for the governing institutions and leaders in response to an event which is international, involves the country and particularly the leader directly, and is ‘specific, dramatic, and sharply focused’. The outbreak of COVID is a good match for such a rallying effect. As such, various authors documented these rallies in trust (Bol et al., 2021; De Vries et al., 2021; Esaiasson et al., 2021; Groeniger et al., 2021; Kritzinger et al., 2021; Sibley et al., 2020), even in the UK, whose response was contested and trust at a record low (Davies et al., 2021). However the determinants of this rally were not clear; whilst it may have been the implementation of lockdown, it may also have been increasing death rates (Schraff, 2021). Increases in trust were also heterogenous across the public, with some people changing trust judgements more than others, if they changed at all (Hegewald & Schraff, 2022). Indeed, some authors have also argued that the pandemic led to lower trust in the government. (Bernardi & Gotlib, 2023) for instance argue that higher reported stress leads to lower evaluations of government performance and trust.

This and other ‘rallies’ are seen as beneficial in a crisis: it allows the government to get on with the job of dealing with the crisis and increases compliance with the measures required to do so. Put in the nomenclature of our conceptual definition of trust, in the face of very uncertain and possibly very risky outcomes, a ‘rally’ allows governments considerable capital to achieve otherwise unworkable policy outcomes. Our focus is on whether this is indeed the case.

**Trust as an explanatory variable**

Why would we expect trust to matter for other important outcomes? The now-dominant theoretical mechanism linking trust and various outcomes is that trust is a heuristic citizens use to make judgements about politics (Hetherington, 2005; Rudolph et al., 2017). In an absence of perfect information or the desire to obtain it, citizens rely on information and cues from political actors to make their judgements. This leads to the basic and intuitive hypothesis that trust is positively related to state-organised policy generally: if one trusts the government (or another actor), and they are advocating a policy, one is more likely to support that policy. Scholars have extended this logic on the basis that trust is primarily about uncertainty, as noted above: trust is not necessary if an outcome is guaranteed. Trust, it is argued, explains policy preferences and compliance to a greater degree if there is greater risk and uncertainty, such as when the time-horizon of the policy is very long (like climate change or social investment policy) or comes with high costs (such as tax increases or significant behaviour change) (Hetherington, 2005; Jacobs & Matthews, 2017; Rudolph et al., 2017).
During the pandemic, citizens in almost all democracies faced a situation with high uncertainty and potentially high costs for themselves, family, friends, and society. There was also low information due to the rarity of severe health crises and the rapidly changing circumstances. In this context, citizens were asked to modify their behaviour in response to government policies, including isolating to varying degrees (meaning full stay-at-home orders in most countries), mask-wearing, social distancing, and rigorous hygiene. Further into the pandemic, citizens were also required to go back to work or similar when they may not have felt it safe to do so. These abrupt changes under conditions of uncertainty necessitate a rare application of trust in policymaking government and its institutions. Those who believe that the government can be trusted to serve them well should be more willing to follow their rules and guidance, and less likely to believe that they are out to (for example) enslave the population through manufacturing a pandemic or willingly administering dangerous vaccines.

As the pandemic progressed, citizens were also asked to trust in vaccinations that were developed with historic speed, and in their roll-out through government (or government-adjacent) institutions. All the while, conspiracy theories circulated about the true source of the virus, and whether governments had nefarious intentions in keeping people at home and through vaccination programmes. This arguably counter-acted the perhaps positive impact of increased information due to parallel increases in misinformation. The trust-as-heuristic mechanism provides straightforward predictions for these outcomes: trust is positively related to vaccination (intent and uptake) and compliance, but negatively related to beliefs in conspiracy theories.

Whilst this perspective is intuitive, the relationship between trust and the perceived seriousness and risk of COVID is less clear. It is plausible that trust in institutions reduces anxiety and risk: if we expect that institutions have the capacity to address the pandemic, we may feel less concerned about it. However, it is also possible that trust drives information-seeking and since most governments were highlighting the serious societal and public health risk of COVID, may lead to perceptions of greater anxiety and risk (Srol et al., 2021; Surina et al., 2021). Still others expect that trust plays a minimal role in risk perceptions, given the relevance of other predictors (such as having experienced COVID) (Dryhurst et al., 2020). The expectations for risk and seriousness are mixed.

In addition, if the trust as heuristic argument is correct, then it follows that the consequences of trust depend on the messaging or policy position of the object of trust. If, for instance, trust in the government is high but that government is explicitly anti-vaccination or espousing conspiracy theories, one would expect that trust to be detrimental rather than helpful for driving vaccination. This becomes more complicated once we consider that different
objects of trust may take conflicting positions within the same country; for instance, the government may not encourage behaviour change like social distancing, but public health authorities may do, and parties may cue their supporters differently. More broadly, different countries and governments met the challenge of the pandemic in different ways, with different measures and messaging adopted, meaning that the effects of trust may well vary between countries and regions. It is not at all clear how these tensions play out, and something the present study aims to shed light on.

Finally, there are a vast range of methodological decisions which may influence results, such as the measurement of trust, the region of study, time period of the study, and much else – such as apparently random variation in approaches (Breznau et al., 2022). As such, the proposed direction and consequences of trust seem far less clear than currently presented in the literature and policy debate.

In what follows, we provide a broad analysis of the relationship between political trust and COVID-related outcomes, synthesizing the existing quantitative literature. Our intention is not to test every possible permutation of the relationship between trust and these outcomes but to test the broader claim that trust is helpful in mitigating the pandemic or in supporting public health measures.

**Methods and data**

To test this, we use meta-analysis, which is a ‘systematic literature review supported by statistical methods where the goal is to aggregate and contrast the findings from several related studies’ (Viechtbauer, 2010). A meta-analysis requires three core steps. First, the data collection and coding of existing literature; second, the standardization of quantities of interest across these studies; third, the modelling of these derived effect sizes. In this section, we describe each of these steps.

**Data collection and coding**

To collect studies on the relationship between trust and COVID-related outcomes, we searched ProQuest and Web of Science, limiting the search to ‘Title, Abstract and Key Words’, and date of publication between January 2020 and the date of the search (20th August 2021), with the following search terms:

(trust OR ‘political trust’ OR ‘trust in politics’ OR ‘political distrust’ OR distrust) AND (policy OR ‘policy preferences’ OR ‘turnout’ OR ‘voting’ OR ‘voter turnout’ OR participation OR ‘political participation’ OR ‘political behavio$r’ OR behavio$r OR compliance OR ‘public opinion’ OR opinion OR consequence OR conspiracy OR ‘vaccin’*) AND (COVID’ OR ‘COVID-19’ OR ‘coronavirus’ OR pandemic).
Our search terms were intentionally broad to obtain results for numerous outcomes that are prevalent within the early literature on political trust during COVID, such as compliance and vaccination. We were also motivated by the existing trust literature; these are core outcomes identified by existing reviews (Citrin & Stoker, 2018; Uslaner, 2018; T. van der Meer & Zmerli, 2017) and therefore maximize our ability to contribute beyond the context of COVID. We could not plausibly address all potential outcomes, and indeed our search did not return substantial numbers of important outcomes, such as excess deaths. However, we do believe that our search returned many outcomes of interest at the time (such as conspiracy beliefs and vaccination) and those of relevance to the broader literature on political trust.5

The initial search returned 1,823 texts. One author screened the titles and abstracts, leading to 1,611 excluded, with 113 duplicates and 1,498 deemed irrelevant. These were only excluded at this stage if they were fundamentally incompatible with the meta-analysis, such as not studying the link between trust and some COVID-related outcome, not conducted during the pandemic, or similar. We then searched 212 returns for full texts, and 3 were not possible to locate. We screened the full texts of 209 returns, excluding 142. Reasons for these exclusions are available in Figure 1 ('Reports excluded'), and broadly include issues such as the independent variable not being political trust and it not being possible to extract the effect size. At this stage, the final papers were distributed to seven coders, with 12 (18 per cent) double coded. We then harmonized and coded the final dataset.6 We coded and therefore included a total of 67 texts. We describe our search process in Figure 1.7

**Effect size calculation**

We took all relevant estimates directly from the texts; for instance, if a text reported an association between trust and some COVID-related outcome and fulfilled our inclusion/exclusion criteria, it was included. Standard errors and coefficients were calculated for all outcomes. For instance, papers which reported odds ratios or confidence intervals were converted to standard error and log odds. In most instances, these were obtained through replication data or author contact ($N = 326$) but where this was not possible they were calculated by hand ($N = 65$). From these, a t-statistic was calculated and standardized into z-transformed (partial) correlation coefficients (Aloe, 2014; Dinesen et al., 2020).8 Whilst some coefficients ($N = 92$) are raw bivariate correlations, all others are the outcomes of models controlling for other factors. These observations are transformed into partial correlations which take into account the sample size and degrees of freedom of the model. We report these together in the main text but separately in Appendix Figure A1. The interpretation of the Fisher’s Z is identical to that of the more familiar correlation coefficient.
Modelling approach

Our primary modelling strategy is a random effects model. For most outcomes, this includes a level for the study (such that estimates from the same study will be correlated) and, where relevant, we also include a level for the data source (such that observations from the same data source will be correlated). The observations are weighted by their precision (standard error) and the amount of residual model heterogeneity, as is standard in meta-analysis (Viechtbauer, 2010). The primary alternative is the fixed effects model. This assumes that the true effect is the same across all

Figure 1. PRISMA diagram of data collection. * Duplicates assessed after first screening of abstract and title.
countries and time periods which is not a credible assumption here; instead, the random effects model assumes there is a common distribution of effects but allows the effect to vary. We report study-pooled analyses in Appendix Figure A1.

Results

Descriptive statistics

Beginning with descriptive statistics, Figure 2 reports four research design features of the data: country of study, region of study, dependent variable (i.e., outcome), and the object of trust. Most of the studies are cross-national (three or more countries within the sample) and most single-country studies are from the US, Germany and the UK. There is a relatively even distribution over other countries including Japan, Greece and Australia. Whilst there appears to be reasonable country coverage, approximately half of the observations are from European countries; in terms of regions, a clear omission in the literature is Africa, for which we have no observations. The object of trust – what the respondent is asked whether they trust – is most often the government in general, followed by ‘Other’, which typically means an index of different institutions, and then politicians/parties and public health authorities (which we restricted to explicitly political authorities, such as the Department of Health). 14 observations refer to a specific incumbent, that is, a particular political actor such as the President.

Figure 2. Descriptive statistics of the data.
The figure also shows our nine different outcomes. A plurality of papers concerned vaccine-related outcomes (such as hesitancy or willingness), followed by compliance; the next most common are seriousness/risk and conspiracy beliefs. In our main analyses, we use only those outcomes that have more than 10 separate papers: vaccination, compliance, risk and seriousness, and conspiracy beliefs. All but one of these outcomes are at the individual-level (i.e., are not country or region aggregates); aggregate studies looking at death rates for instance were collected but are so few in our final data (indeed, our least populated category) that meta-analysis was not suitable.

**Main finding: small-to-moderate correlations**

Turning to the primary results of the meta-analytic results of the relationship between trust and COVID-related outcomes, Figure 3 reports the results from our random-effects meta-analysis (full table in Appendix 9). The point estimate and 95 per cent confidence intervals represent the average estimate; the underlying points represent individual coefficients with their size the overall weight they contribute to the final estimate. Our results indicate that trust has a significant effect size across all outcomes except for risk and seriousness attitudes. The correlation of trust with compliance is, in Z-transformed Pearson correlations, $r_z = 0.11$ (95 per cent CI = [0.03, 0.19]) for vaccination it is $r_z = 0.10$ (95 per cent CI = [0.064, 0.14]) and for conspiracy beliefs $r_z = -0.23$ (95 per cent CI = [−0.32, −0.12]) (i.e., negatively related to conspiracy beliefs). Trust has a small and non-significant relationship with risk and seriousness attitudes ($r_z = 0.04$, 95 per cent CI = [−0.033, 0.12]). We also provide the absolute effect size for all outcomes which shows that trust has an overall correlation of $r_z = 0.14$ (95 per cent CI = [0.12, 0.17]). To be clear, this ‘overall’ correlation is the *absolute* correlation so cannot be interpreted directionally; it is the average correlation to indicate the overall importance of trust. To be explicit, these estimates therefore indicate that trust is importantly related to a variety of fundamental outcomes during the COVID pandemic.

Putting these estimates in context, they are consistent with other meta-analyses in political science on topics such as terrorism, ethnic diversity, and globalization (Devine, 2022; Dinesen *et al*., 2020; Godefroidt, 2023; Heimberger, 2021). For instance, Godefroidt (2023) estimates that terror attacks have an overall effect on a conservative ideological shift amongst the public of 0.132; our estimates suggest that political trust has a similar correlation with compliance, vaccination, and a larger, negative correlation with conspiracy beliefs.

In Appendix Figure A1, we provide separate estimates for study pooled and partial or raw correlations. These show slightly larger correlations for
non-partial correlations (i.e., those without any controls) and wider confidence intervals for study-pooled estimates. We also remove outliers from each of the models and show that the results do not change; the overall correlation is weaker ($r_z = 0.07$) (95 per cent CI = $[0.04, 0.10]$) but this does not change estimates for the core outcomes. For presentational purposes, we also provide forest plots for the study-pooled estimates (A2-A5) to show results for different studies and how much they contribute to the overall estimate.

**Meta-regression analysis**

The models indicate that almost all the variance is due to genuine heterogeneity in effect sizes rather than chance. It is therefore possible that this heterogeneity can be explained, and so we turn to exploratory (non-registered) meta-regression analyses to identify possible sources of heterogeneity. Meta-regression analyses assume that effect sizes are influenced by variables other than the sampling error generated by the underlying studies. As we discuss in the literature review, there are also good theoretical reasons to believe trust may vary, such as due to the object of trust and region. There
are also a variety of research design decisions that may influence the results (Breznau et al., 2022). To test for this, we use random-effects meta-regression, which includes explanatory variables when predicting the effect sizes. Our formula is:

\[ Y_{ij} = \beta_x X_{ij} + b_j + b_k + \epsilon_{ij} \]

This is very similar to the familiar regression equation, in which \( Y_{ij} \) is the effect size \( i \) in study \( j \); \( \beta_x X_{ij} \) is the vector of ‘moderator’ variables (the variables we expect to influence, or moderate, the effect sizes \( Y_{ij} \)); \( b_j \) is our intercept for the individual studies; \( b_k \) is the intercept for the data source of the estimate; and \( \epsilon_{ij} \) is the residual error. An important point for interpretation here is that we have removed the fixed intercept (\( \beta_0 \)) so all the categories of the moderating variable can be used (i.e., we do not have to remove one category to avoid collinearity); the interpretation of the coefficient (\( \beta_x \)) is the estimated coefficient for a particular level (\( X_{ij} \)). We tested for five variables: the object of trust, region, the response scales of predictor and outcome variables, and time since the pandemic began. We tested these for each of the primary outcomes (vaccines, conspiracy, compliance and risk) separately.

For theoretical reasons outlined, we focus on the object of trust, which is a significant moderator in all cases (an omnibus F test of moderators ranging from \( p = 0.01 \) to \( p < 0.0001 \)). The tensions and differences in effects of trust identified in an early review of the literature are evident in the extant body of work (Devine et al., 2021). For instance, the correlation of trust in public health authorities with compliance is insignificant and relatively small (\( r_z = 0.06 \)) but significant and substantial for vaccination (\( r_z = 0.18 \)); on the other hand, trust in government is \( r_z = 0.12 \) for compliance, but only \( r_z = 0.07 \) for vaccination. Interestingly, trust in the incumbent has a non-significant correlation across all outcomes. Trust in any political authority, with the exception of a specific incumbent, has a negative and sizeable correlation with conspiracy beliefs. These results are presented in Figure 4. What these indicate most pertinently is that trust in public health authorities (which means a health department, rather than ‘doctors’) is a powerful predictor of a positive stance towards vaccinations, above and beyond explicitly political institutions. Compliance, meanwhile, is more likely to be achieved through trust in government.

In terms of research design features, we find that the effect of region was a significant moderator for conspiracy beliefs (\( p = 0.03 \)), compliance (\( p = 0.001 \)) and vaccines (\( p < 0.0001 \)), but not risk (\( p = 0.24 \)), with a notable difference that the correlation of trust and compliance is twice the size in North America (\( r_z = 0.34 \)) as in Europe (\( r_z = 0.15 \)). Moreover, trust is only related to compliance in Europe and North America, with all other regions insignificant and centred over zero; trust and vaccination are related similarly in all regions. It is unclear from our data why this is the case, but these variations may be
indicative of different cultural settings, the politicization of public health guidelines in different countries, or more prosaically the fewer number of studies.

Finally, whilst the moderation effect of the response scales of the dependent and independent variables are significant, the substantive differences are small. Importantly, the time since the pandemic began is a significant moderator for the vaccine outcomes only \((p = 0.02)\) but the substantive difference is negligible, indicating that the correlation of trust did not change over the pandemic\(^{10}\), at least up to 17 months after the pandemic began.

Collectively, these results indicate interesting and substantively important variation in the correlation of trust across regions and objects of trust, and that these differences are unlikely to be driven by prosaic design features such as response scales.

A major obstacle for meta-analyses is reporting bias, in which our data only includes studies with large effects or that are statistically significant. This can arise for a range of reasons: because studies are not published (publication bias), authors do not report them (selective outcome reporting), or authors only report the largest effect or most significant result (selective analysis
reporting) (Sterne et al., 2011). Whatever the cause, the presence of reporting bias can attenuate our conclusions. In Appendix section 4, we present results from essentially all common tests of publication bias (Citkowicz & Vevea, 2017; Mavridis & Salanti, 2014). We start with funnel plots supplemented with trim-and-fill analyses and Eggers’ regression; these graph and quantify the relationship between effect sizes and the precision estimate (standard error) and provide an estimate of publication bias. Typically, publication bias is presumed to exist if the funnel is asymmetric (where less precise studies have large point estimates). These indicate no reporting bias in our data. We then move to selection models, which essentially weights studies by their significance values on the assumption that non-significant values are under-represented in the data, and provides an estimate adjusted for this over-representation. Our results from these tests show (i) overall, minimal evidence of reporting bias across our core outcomes; (ii) if there is reporting bias, this is only for compliance outcomes; and (iii) our estimates are robust to moderate but not severe reporting bias. As such, we are confident our results are robust under most realistic scenarios.

We also provide a small case-study of the United States in Appendix Section 7, which is in the unique situation of trust in President Trump having a negative relationship to desirable outcomes like compliance, but trust in other institutions has a generally positive relationship with all outcomes. As we note in the following section, this underlines the importance of the object of trust for the relationship between trust and COVID-related outcomes.

Discussion

Throughout the pandemic, scholarly and public debate argued that political trust is a key resource for combating COVID-19. Whilst this generated a large amount of academic research, there have been no systematic efforts to summarize current quantitative evidence, and it has remained unclear whether this interest in political trust is warranted, or how trust’s effect varies. Despite the rather unique context of the pandemic, this debate speaks directly to the concern in the foundational political science literature that regards trust in politics as fundamental for the sound, legitimate working and, indeed, survival of (democratic) societies (Cole, 1973; Easton, 1975; Miller, 1974).

This paper has reported a systematic review and meta-analysis of effect sizes from 67 texts, 426 coefficients, and 1,479,154 observations from studies conducted around the world. Trust has had an important and heterogeneous correlation with important outcomes during the COVID-19 pandemic. Notwithstanding concerns of causality, political trust may have been particularly important for combating conspiracy beliefs and a lesser extent in
encouraging compliance with public health measures and vaccine uptake. Our analysis revealed two important nuances. The object of trust – such as government, public health authority, or incumbent – is important in moderating the correlation with different outcomes; whilst government and similar institutions are important for maintaining compliance, public health authorities are equally as fundamental for supporting vaccination. We also show important regional differences: region is a significant moderator for all outcomes except risk, and is most important for compliance, which is only significant in North America and Europe and is twice the size in the former than latter. Descriptively however, our data show a strong regional skew towards Europe and North America in terms of the prevalence of studies, with a complete absence of studies from Africa. Our core results are robust to outlier removal, whether they are raw or partial correlations, and study pooling.

Our results have important implications for the academic literature on the consequences of trust. Further, they are consistent with the general hypotheses advanced by existing literature. The foundational work characterized trust as essential to the sound working of democracy, and the empirical literature since has suggested trust is important for outcomes such as compliance with tax law, policy preferences, and voter turnout (Hetherington, 2005; Hooghe & Marien, 2013; Letki, 2006; Scholz & Lubell, 1998), though there is a relative dearth of evidence given the importance and popularity of the topic (T. van der Meer & Zmerli, 2017). Our results help address this, systematising existing studies concerning a specific event, and are consistent with existing conclusions: trust is related to important societal outcomes.

At the same time, our results indicate important variation. There is substantial variation in our results depending on the object and area of trust – the B and X of the ‘A trusts B to do X’ statement – which is rarely addressed, to our knowledge, in the political science literature. At least with respect to compliance and vaccination during the pandemic, the effect of trust varies depending on who is trusted. Moreover, this suggests that citizens do indeed differentiate meaningfully between trust objects, at least as far as the consequences of trust are concerned (Fisher et al., 2010). If this finding extends beyond COVID-related outcomes, that may lead to more accurate conclusions regarding the relationship between trust and outcomes such as policy preferences and compliance. This has theoretical consequences for the dominant trust-as-heuristic approach. Whilst trust is expected to have general consequences (such as increasing compliance and vaccination uptake in the case of COVID, or support for redistribution policy and other government-expanding policies in the wider literature), these results suggest the effect is at least in part conditional on the position of the trusted. Testing that proposition outside the context of the pandemic would be a fruitful avenue for future studies to expand upon our
findings. It would also contribute to a more nuanced – and accurate – approach to integrating consideration of trust in public policy.

One of our more surprising conclusions is that trust is, on average, unrelated to risk and seriousness attitudes, despite competing expectations outlined in the theoretical section. It is possible trust in government (as opposed to other objects) is related to perceptions of greater risk/seriousness. As Figure 3 indicates, there are both positive and negative estimates, but this would likely be the case if the ‘true effect’ was zero. As such, we suggest that the mixed findings with respect to this outcome is because the value is zero, a conclusion reached by Dryhurst et al. (2020). We cannot say whether this generalizes to other contexts, but we have no reason to expect that the pandemic is sufficiently different to other crises or epidemics to change our hypothesis of a null effect.

This being said, we show that the consequences of trust vary meaningfully across regions, with compliance only significantly related to trust in Europe and North America, though trust is important for vaccination around the world. We are not able to answer why this is the case, and it could be due to a range of factors such as the differential politicization of aspects of the pandemic, cultural contexts, role of government, varying approaches to the pandemic and much else; what we can say with confidence is that these differences exist, are worth exploring, and provide some nuance to our results.

Perhaps more importantly, our results are directly relevant for public policy: trust and trust-building have been a core strategy of world governments, especially within the OECD, for over a decade (Bouckaert, 2012; Brezzi et al., 2021; OECD, 2017). Specifically during the pandemic, trust has been cited as one of the core determinants of compliance, vaccination, and rejection of conspiracy theories (Bollyky, Hulland, et al., 2022). Our results support these claims and should encourage governments and international organizations to continue their efforts to rebuild political trust around the world. More specifically in the context of pandemic management, our findings suggest that vaccination policies may be better driven by public health authorities than governments, whilst compliance should be driven by (trusted) governments. The obvious policy implication is that messaging on vaccination should be delivered – at least publicly – by health authorities, with compliance and related measures delivered by governments.

Of course, our study is not without limitations. First, like all empirical analyses, our data is limited to the collection period and the coverage of the underlying studies covered here. This means that some regions are under-represented and we only cover the first year-and-a-half of the pandemic. Second, we note some important qualifications to the data of the underlying studies. Most obviously, as mentioned previously, almost all of the included studies are observational, and we cannot rule out reverse causality or some other confounding variable. We nonetheless strongly believe that
summarizing the existing literature – observational or otherwise – is an important, worthwhile and informative exercise that considerably advances our knowledge of this important topic. In addition, given the quite robust associations we and other studies have observed and the meaningful and expected differences, we would be surprised if the entirety of the relationship was explained by other factors; at least in the cases of vaccination and compliance, it seems less plausible that these would cause higher trust levels than the other way around. Similarly, almost all our data is self-reported (i.e., survey based), rather than based on ‘objective’ measures, which might provide more reliable results. Further systematic reviews and analyses filling in these gaps would be valuable.

Nonetheless, by providing a rigorous, systematic analysis of the existing empirical literature, we show that trust is relevant for policy success, adding evidence to a fundamental proposition in the academic literature, about the role of political trust in democratic governance.

Notes

1. The anonymised pre-registration can be found on the OSF: https://osf.io/wgy5s/?view_only=3059eb2fe2764dcb4d4b9f130baf7b5. Deviations from registration are described in Appendix Section 8.

2. A previous meta-analysis found just five in five leading political science journals between 1999 and 2018 (Blair et al., 2021).

3. It is also of course possible that the relationship is reversed, such that high anxiety and risk may have heterogeneous effects on political trust. We address this general concern in the concluding discussion.

4. The asterisk (*) stands in for any characters, including no characters, so that ‘vaccin*’ can be ‘vaccines’, ‘vaccine’, or ‘vaccination’. The dollar sign ($) represents zero or one character such that ‘behavio$r’ can be ‘behavior’ or ‘behaviour’.

5. We did not specify whether the returns had to be ‘objective’ (such as recorded deaths) or ‘subjective’ (such as reported compliance). The vast majority of our included studies are the latter; just 14 were the former.

6. Please see Appendix Section 8 for a description of what this harmonisation involved.


8. The partial correlation is given by \( r_{p1} = t_r / \sqrt{t_r^2 + (n - p - 1)} \) where \( t_r \) is the t-test of the regression coefficient, \( n - p - 1 \) is the degrees of freedom in which \( p \) is the number of predictors and \( n \) number of cases (sample size). The product of this, \( r \), is then z-transformed by \( z = (1/2) \log(1 + r / (1 - r)) \). The Z transformation means the effect sizes are more normally distributed (without the transformation, the distribution would be negatively skewed), and the coefficients from different samples can be compared.

9. The \( I^2 \) statistics, which indicate the percentage of variability in effects due to heterogeneity rather than chance, range from 96% to 99% and the Q test for heterogeneity is significant at the \( p < 0.0001 \) level for all models.
10. We keep to the simplest case of time since the global onset of the pandemic, as waves and other measures vary substantially by country.
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